Translated from Pferdemarkt 07-08-2005
SELDOM ONE HAS BEEN SITTING SO COMFORTABLE
MISSOURI FOX TROTTER
Missouri Fox Trotting Horses – in our country still considered an exotic breed – are bred
in their country of origin, the United States, since over 150 years and therefore are
considered one of the oldest breed in America.
Settlers moving from Kentucky, Tennessee and Virginia over the Mississippi to settle in
the rough and impassable mountains of the Ozark in Missouri and Arkansas started to
breed this horse.
They needed horses with smooth gaits, so that they could cover long distances in such an
impassable terrain. Until today Missouri Fox Trotter are ideal for rides in difficult terrain
and therefore well suited for trail riding.
SPECIALIST FOR A DIFFICULT TERRAIN
1821 the first settlers crossed the Mississippi to settle in the Ozarks in Missouri. Most of
them came from Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia and brought along their horses, such
as thoroughbred, Morgan’s and Arabic Horses.
In the impassable mountainous region of the Ozarks they needed working horses suitable
for the requirements of this area; that means strong and persevering animals, which can
be ridden over long distances in a comfortable way. The today’s characteristic gait of the
Missouri Fox Trotter favors the movement of the horses on this difficult terrain.
That is why the settlers started to breed the horses with the “interrupted gait”, the Fox
Trot. Since 1948 there is a mare-book; to stabilize and strengthen this breed, Tennessee
Walking Horses and Saddlebreds were crossbred.
The Fox Trot is characteristic for this breed and also its name giver. Horses of this breed
have a natural talent for the broken gait (four tact), during which the horse is walking
with his front legs taking large steps whilst the hind legs are trotting. At the same time the
horse is nodding with his head and the tail is moving up and down in the same rhythm.
GAIT HORSES WITH COMFORT
A horse fan not familiar with gait horses will be astonished when seeing a Missouri Fox
Trotter in action for the first time. Remarks such as: “What is he doing with his hind
legs” or “Why is he nodding with his head” can be heard all the time as soon as those
horses appear in the public, for instant during shows.
The Fox Trotter is a flat foot and because of that a very sure-footed and comfortable
horse. The shaking is reduced by the flat and broken gait and the horse’s back movement
is minimal. Therefore the rider can hardly feel any shocks and can sit in the saddle almost
without movement. It is understood that long stretches can be covered very comfortably.

As already mentioned, the horses are walking with the front legs and trot with the hind
legs. This extremely sure gait prevents the horses from getting tired quickly and does
hardly transfer any movement to the rider. The Missouri Fox Trotter has a fast and
spacious walk and also a very comfortable gallop.
Because of these characteristics the Missouri Fox Trotter became the most wanted horse
in the Ozarks. All those, who had to cover long distances, rangers, doctors, sheriffs and
tax collectors, rode them. These most comfortable horses were only superseded when
more powerful machines came into use: the automobile.
WORKING HORSE FOR THE COWBOY
Despite the increasing motorization they continued to breed the Missouri Fox Trotter for
ranch work. Soon they were nicknamed “Cowboy Rolls Royce”. In Missouri, which is
the second largest cattle producer, they could not and did not want to do without these
reliable horses despite the progressing motorization. Those horses are optimal for the
strenuous work with cattle. In 1948 the Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Breed Association
was formed in Ava, Missouri in order to care for and continue the breed. Today more
than 80.000 Fox Trotter are registered in the USA, Canada and Europe. Since 1959
annual World Championships for the Missouri Fox Trotter are held in Ava. Since 1996
every second year European Championships are held in different places in Germany and
Austria.
Trail- and leisure riders as well as US forest rangers have discovered the advantages of
the Missouri Fox Trotter. For the rangers, who for example control the wide-open space
of the Yellowstone Park, there is no other breed, which can ride sure-footed through such
difficult terrain.
FOX TROTTER IN EUROPE
In 1992 Missouri Fox Trotter were presented for the first time in Europe during the
Hippologica in Berlin and subsequently in March 1993 at Equitana in Essen. The Queen
in the mid 50th already imported some horses into England.
Although loved by the leisure riders the Missouri Fox Trotter is still an exotic horse in
Europe with only 400 counted for. Next to Germany, Austria and Switzerland there are
some in France, Czech Republic and Spain.
In the meantime breeders have established themselves in Germany, Austria, Spain and
Switzerland. The breeding quality is excellent; the high freight charges between the US
and Europe explains why mostly high quality horses are imported into Europe.
THE EXTERIEUR
The Fox Trotter has a height between 1,40 and 1,60 meters. He is supposed to have a
broad and deep breast, a strong and sloping shoulder to encourage flat movements. The
head should be fine, clean and intelligently formed with small, upright ears, the eyes

should be large and clear with a tapered mouth. The legs must be muscular and well
formed.
The back of a Fox Trotter must be long enough to support the special gait of the horse.
Important is also a correct position of the ankles and the ankle joints. In general the
Missouri Fox Trotter is a well-built horse and the particularity cannot be seen on the first
glance.
THE GAITS OF THE FOX TROTTER
Next to the Fox Trot there are further gaits, which distinguish this breed. It is the Canter,
a three tact gait, supple, free, relaxed and straight on both legs. The steps are long and
step out. Not wanted are a too strong assembled four-tact gallop, too much speed and
excessive pumping in the movements.
The Flatfoot Walk (breeding target) is a flat four-tact gait in lateral footsteps. The hind
leg track should pass over the one of the front legs.
The Fox Trot is not only name giver to this breed but is also a diagonal gait in four- tact;
A broken trot during which the front hoof puts down just before the hind one. The horse
is doing the walk with the front legs and the trot with the hind legs. The head reflects the
rhythm of the gait; the tail does the same.
The Four-Tact Gallop (racing gallop) is supposed to be soft, supple and relaxed in the
movements. The Running Walk has the same foot sequence as the Flatfoot Walk, only
the speed is higher and the pass of the hind legs can be seen clearly.
The Walk is a natural flat foot four-tact gait. The horse is moving attentive and awake
and has a pace matching his exterior. The Single Foot is a four-tact gait with a one-leg
support. This is a gait variation, with which many Fox Trotter can reach high speed. The
single foot is not a breeding target.
THE ASSOCIATION
The EMFTHA e.V. (European Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Association e.V.) previously
known as German Missouri Fox Trotter Association e.V. (DMFTA e.V.) was founded
1992 by a small group of people as the representation of the Missouri Fox Trotter in
Germany.
During the following years membership and horse stock increased continuously but still it
was a long way for this small group of “owners of exotic horses” until they reached the
first European Championship 1996 in Pertenstein near Munich.
Today the Association is not only a German representation but in the meantime
developed into the home for all European Fox Trotter owners. The year 2004 was a year
of change and out of the DMFTA came the EMFTHA (European Missouri Fox Trotting
Horse Association e.V.)

EVENTS
These interesting gait horses from the Southern States can be seen live July 2nd during the
5th International Distance Championship of the Missouri Fox Trotter in
91080 Marloffstein.
The 1st EMFTHA Amateur Championship will be held from Aug 5 – 8 in
14974 Ludwigsfelde-Genshagen.

